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How Money is Created  

Roger Boyd 
  



Nature of the Modern Monetary System 

Fiat Money is not convertible into hard assets (such as gold, as it was in the post WW2 

"Bretton Woods" period) 

Government created physical Notes & Coins are now only about 5 per cent of the 

money in circulation 

The other 95% of money is Debt Based Money money held electronically within the 

banking system 

• This money is lent into existence and created from nothing e.g. a $100,000 loan is 

created by two entries in a bank's  computer system: 

 

 

 

 

•  When the loan is paid back the loan, the $100,000 of money is destroyed, but the 

bank gets to   keep the interest as a profit.  The bank has profited from something 

that it created out of thin air. 

• This is why banking is nearly the most profitable business   in the world (except for 

gambling and illegal drugs perhaps) as long as the loans get paid back. 

• If money creation is the property of the state why would it give this power free to 

commercial banks to make so much money, and why would it lend from commercial 

banks? 

 



Fractional Reserve Commercial Banking: Money Created From Debt 

Lets say: "A bank can only lend out 9 times (this ratio varies between countries and through 

time) what it has on deposit at the central bank "high powered money". e.g. new bank starts up with 

$1,111.11 in shareholder capital which is put on deposit at the central bank AND A bank can only 

lend out 9/10 of money it receives on deposit" 

 

The Banking system is a closed system, i.e. money lent out by one bank will tend to return as a 

deposit to another. We can represent this as there being just one bank. as per below: 



The problem with a commercial banks debt-based money 

• Money creation is dependent upon lending, and as loans are paid off money is 

destroyed. If more loans are not taken out to offset those paid off the money supply will    

shrink - a "credit crunch". 

 

• The interest charged requires a continual expansion of the economy to be able to pay 

off the interest, driving a need for unsustainable compound growth to match the  

compound interest (interest charged on interest).  
• Some people make the mistake that more money needs to be created to pay the interest. Its 

not that simple as a given amount of money may change hands many times thus creating the 

extra output to pay the interest. This is why we talk about both the stock of money (the amount 

available) and the velocity of money (the number of times it changes hands in a given time 

period). 

 

• The charging of interest by commercial banks creates a tax (or "rent" in economic 

terminology) upon the rest of the economy, increasing costs and transferring wealth from 

debtors (the less wealthy) to the creditors (the more wealthy). 

 

• Compound interest and relatively unlimited debt creation increases the amount of debt 

and thus the size of the financial system vis a vis the rest of the economy. Finishes 

in a series of financial crises until excessive debt removed, as in the 1930's but not yet 

since 2007. 



Banks go bust though if the money does not get paid back, 

right? 
Privatization of profit, socialization of losses, some recent examples: 

Banks tend to get bailed out through the public purse while bank executives, bank bond 

holders, and even bank shareholders do not share in the losses 

• The US Treasury making full payment on contracts with bankrupt entities such as AIG 

with a $13 billion payment on credit derivatives to Goldman Sachs (would have got  

pennies on the dollar in bankruptcy court and gone bust themselves). Bank of 

Montreal (paid $1 billion) was one of many other US and international banks that 

benefitted from this. 

• US Federal Reserve provides $trillions of short term liquidity to US and international 

banks as wholesale funding dried up, saving the banks from a liquidity crisis. 

• US Federal Reserve directly purchased assets from commercial banks that were hard 

to sell in the free market 

• US government entities (FHA) directly provided insurance for low/near no down-

payment loans to keep the mortgage market functioning and thus facilitating bank 

profits 

• UK government took major equity stakes in UK banks but at no time asked bank bond 

holders to take losses. 

• Canadian government provided C$10's billions of liquidity to banks by purchasing 

mortgage loan portfolios, helping save them from a liquidity crisis. 



Money Created By the State - Money Spent Into Existence 

Can be lent to the state by the central bank which is owned by the state. As the central 

bank is the property of the state, the money is actually being created debt free by the 

state. 

 

• The Bank of Canada is authorized to do this, and did so from the 1930's to the 

mid 1970's when the practice was stopped. This debt free money allowed for the 

funding of war and much of the rapid Canadian growth in the post-war period. It 

could again be used to fund sustainable investments and retire interest bearing 

debt (the majority of the government deficit is compound interest on previous 

interest bearing debt). 

 

• This is exactly what the Federal Reserve is doing by purchasing US government 

bonds. It is actually providing $billions of guaranteed profits to financial 

intermediaries by purchasing through them rather than directly from the US 

Treasury. 

 

Money could be issued by an entity independent which has specific rules around how 

much money should be issued 

 

Money could be issued by a local community 
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The Global Financial Industry 
Percentage of Corporate Profits 

1960s  = 14%  2008 = 39% 
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Real Economy: 

$60 trillion 

Casino Economy: 

$750 trillion 

Real Economy: 

$60 trillion 

The Casino Economy  
 Eclipsing Reality 



 Rule of 72 – Flipping a Loan 

    The time required to double a debt is calculated by 
dividing the ‘compound interest rate’ into 72 

    - 2% charge takes 36 years 

    - 4% charge takes 18 years 

    -  8% charge takes 9 years 

    - 16% takes 4.5 years 

    - 24% takes 3 years 



Astronomic charges for liquidity in the UK 

Legal lenders (2012) - Loan costs (APR)    

1. Credit cards: 13% - 50% plus  

2. Pawnbrokers (secured loans):70 - 90% 

2. Moneylenders: 350 – 500% 

3. Payday lenders: 2000 – 5000% 

4. Bank overdraft (unauthorised): 70 – 800,000%  

  

 

 



Financialisation – Usury based Casino growth for a 
minority and growing inequality for the rest   

15 

Compound Interest: the secret tax

On average, 35% of the cost of
essential goods and services ...

... comes from compound interest. This

transfers 600 million Euros daily from
the bottom 80% to the top 10%.

top 10%

in income
bottom 80%

in income



The Great Deformation  
How Crony Capitalism has Corrupted Markets and Democracy 
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Banking and Consumer Detriment 

Office of Fair Trading and Consumer Focus research (UK) 

1. Pension miss-selling scandal: £13.5 billion loss to households 

2. Payment Protection Insurance miss-selling: £13 billion and rising 

3. Oligopoly and lack of competition: £8 billion 

4. Payments overcharging small businesses and households: £3 billion to £5 
billion yearly (Cruickshank review) 

5. Excess charges on bank overdrafts: £2.6 billion 

6. Latest scams: Interest rate swaps for small businesses (£1.5 billion) and 
fixing the Libor rate: losses may never be assessed   

 



Usury Law: History and Deregulation in Britain 

• 1235 – illegal for Christians to lend at interest 

• 1545 – Henry VIII sets interest ceiling of 10% 

• 1651 – Cromwell lowers ceiling to 6% 

• 1776 – Adam Smith calls for 5% ceiling 

• 1854 – Usury ceiling with a low rate abolished 

• 1927 – Moneylenders Act ceiling of 48% 

• 1974 – Consumer Credit Act abolishes any ceiling 

• 2013 – Usury pervasive and systematic 



Money and Banking Reform Practices 
Social History indicates ‘TAPAs not TINA’ 

1. Co-op Labour notes (today: timebanks and LETs): but 
problematic historically to grow, remained small/local 

2. Terminating building societies (today: JAK banks and 
CoopHab in Brazil): could be revived by credit unions 

3. Stamp scrip (demurrage currency): dynamic, made illegal 

4. Public banking: sound practices (past and present) 

5. Seigniorage (100% money and QE today)   

 

 



Mutual lending: Interest-free  
practices forgotten  

1. Terminating Building Societies: 1775 to 1980 (UK, Ireland, 
New Zealand and South Africa) but CoopHab in Brazil today 

       - mutual savings in pubs for building houses locally 

       - over 1000 by 1870 replaced by interest-lending in UK  

2.    Co-op Time stores (USA) and Labour (UK) exchanges: 
commodity banks with money based on hours: 1827 to 
1840s 

3.   Starr-Bowkett societies: 1843 to 1890 mutually saving and 
lending and a draw to borrow (also in Australia until 1960s) 

4.   Mutual banking (interest-free theory) – Pierre-Joseph 
Proudhon, William Greene, Silvio Gesell and JAK banking  



Silvio Gesell: Co-operative Money Theory 

Natural Economic Order (1918): Practical Mutual Banking 

1. Demurrage currency: from ‘black money in Middle Ages’, 20% 
decline over 5-6 years; coins reclaimed and reminted 

2. Free-money with ‘negative interest’ rate of 5.2% 

3. 1929 to 1933: applied in Germany, Denmark, Austria and the 
USA, and known as ‘stamp scrip’. 

4. Worgl, Austria: 1932-33 unemployment of 30% reduced 
completely, ‘free schillings’ with 1% monthly charge for public 
sector wages and infrastructure. 

5. Gesell’s stamp scrip inspired Irving Fisher and Keynes. 



Irving Fisher – Stamp Scrip and 100% Money 

1. Yale economist and a developer of Quantity theory of money, RPI 
and NPV (net present value) 

2. Supporter of Gesell and stamp scrip based on JS Mill argument 
(1844) about ‘freeing up access’ to working capital 

3. Argued the case to Franklin D Roosevelt in 1932: two cents stamp 
weekly per $1.00, bill put to Congress in 1933 for $1 trillion 

4. Stamp scrip banned in Germany, Austria, Denmark and USA from 
1931-33 by Government and central banks 

5. Argued in 1936 that banks should lose the power to create money 
as debt –  100% money theory with no ‘fractional reserve’: 
supported in 1939 by 235 economists ( from 157 universities) 



 ‘Cheap Money’ Policy: 1945 to 1970 

Monetary Reform of Keynes - ‘cheap money’ for stability: 

(i) Monetary reform:  capping of government bonds (long, 
medium and short) 0.5% to 2.5% real, central bank targets 

(ii)Social investment is ‘public investment’ (The General Theory 
of Employment, Interest and Money, 1936) 

(iii)Domestic economy focus: fixed exchange rates, stop bank 
foreign lending with capital controls, develop public banks 

(iv)‘Golden age of capitalism’: social wealth redistribution, low 
inflation and no banking crises or depression until 1970s 

(v)UK five-year gilt mean annualised return of 1.4% (1899-2003) 
and 7.0%  (1977-2003) - Pensions Commission (2004)  



Public Banking: National and sub-Regional 

Long history (profits retained for citizens) 

1. Early US colonies 

2. Europe: Municipal savings banks and Post office banks 

3. Reconstruction Finance Corporation (USA), KfW (Germany) 
ATB (Alberta, Canada), Bank of North Dakota 

4. Innovators in small business and housing lending – support 
SMEs in Germany and Italy 

5. Oriented to low-interest lending and the use of loan 
guarantees to pool and offset risks 

6. KfW: 2.65% loan for green energy measures (housing and 
SMEs) – created 247,000 jobs upgraded 2.1 million homes 



Seigniorage and interest-free money  

    Public issue of money interest & debt free – many precedents: 

1.  American colonial money – free issue of notes (inflationary) 

2. British £1 and £2 notes (1798 to 1821) and World War 1: Bradbury 
notes issued in 1914 and Guernsey (ongoing) 

3. Lincoln’s Greenback dollars – Civil War and intended thereafter 

4. Bank of New Zealand: 1% charge for infrastructure/housing from 
1935 

5. Bank of Canada: 1938 to 1970 (nominal/low interest charge) for 
WW 2, housing, infrastructure and pensions/social programmes 

6. Quantitative Easing: Japan, USA and UK but for refinancing the 
global banks, not for social purposes 

 

 



Transition Investing 

 

Renewable Energy  
Production (Germany) 

 

District Energy Systems  

 

Smart Grids 

 

National Retrofitting of 
Housing and Commercial 
Building Stock (Germany) 

 

Climate Change  
Infrastructure to Protect 
Communities 

 

 

 

Fee based Money or QE for Investment 

 in Green Infrastructure and Energy 
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100% Money and Citizen Income: UK Plan 

1.    James Robertson calculations in Future Money (2012) 

1. UK debt soared from £300 billion to £1 trillion after 2008 
bank bailouts: annual interest costs (2012) of £43 billion viz. 
£55 billion for public pensions and welfare costs 

2. QE has injected £375 billion into the UK economy already 

3. Implementing 100% money would yield a one-off windfall of 
£1.5 trillion, fully repay the public debt and yield an 
ongoing saving of £75 billon yearly to fund a Citizen’s 
Income for all 

4. Opportunity: a ‘steady-state economy’ beyond growth with 
inclusive employment and a shorter working week for all 
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General Discussion on the implications  

for FRC work (30 minutes) 

 

 

 

 


